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Efficient fast simulation techniques in high energy physics experiments are crucial in order to produce the
necessary amount of simulated samples. We present a new component in the Gaussino core simulation frame-
work that facilitates the integration of fast simulation hooks in Geant4 with machine learning serving, based
on Gaudi’s scheduling and data processing tools. The implementation supports both PyTorch and ONNXRun-
time.

We will also show how this new component can be used to integrate generic ML models developed within
the scope of CaloChallenge, a collaborative community-wide initiative aiming to develop and benchmark ML
models for modeling of calorimeter shower. A few simple examples within the Gaussino framework, including
full observability of the inferred variables, as well as conversion mechanisms to the experiment’s event model,
will be shown.

Finally, we will present the very first, production-ready implementation of a ML-based fast simulation model
for electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter of the LHCb experiment. It is a Vartiational Autoencoder
(VAE) with a custom sampling head that increases throughput and improves energy precision. Performance
and results of the model and infrastructure, along with insights gained from its utilization, will be presented.

Significance
In this talk, the very first, production-ready ML model for fast simulation of calorimeter showers in the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter in the LHCb Experiment will be presented. The inference/training of that model is
based on the adaptation of the CaloChallenge setup and genericML infrastructure inGaussino, the experiment-
agnostic core simulation framework, that can be used by any other HEP experiment.
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